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The vessels were excellent, 
the food exquisite and the 
fishing - exceptional.
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REMOTE BLUE
WATER ACTION
where the fish grow big...

Our Ultimate Adventure is tailored to the 
angler with a taste for exploring very remote 
locations that have some of the best blue 
water sport fishing in the world. We fish 
iconic reef systems such as Bligh, Log and 
Ferguson, Margaret Bay and Forbes Island, 
the sand flats of Claremont Isles and the 
wonky holes and vast river systems in 
Princess Charlotte Bay. These locations 
are accessed via private charters flights to 
Portland Roads on Cape York, or Hicks Island.

It’s a 40 minute drive from Lockhart River to 
Portland Roads where guests rendezvous 
with our 70 ft mothership Blue Martini. Over 
the week you will fish some of the most 
remote and productive waters in Australia 
aboard our 20’ Centre Consoles in the hands  
of our very experienced guiding team. 

There’s a huge array of pelagic and reef 
fish to target and they can get to epic 
proportions in these remote waters. We 
chase Dogtooth Tuna, Mahi Mahi, GT’s, 
Nannygai, Queenfish, Fingermark, Red 
Emperor, Coral Trout and many more. 



BIG BARRA
TERRITORY
where the wild fishing is…

Princess Charlotte Bay is one of the 
most spectacular, untouched wilderness 
destinations in the world. The landscape 
comprises a wide open bay which backs 
onto Queensland’s largest wetland in 
Lakefield National Park.

It is home to a huge variety of sport fishing 
species plus you get to view a lot of other 
marine life including dolphins, dugong, 
turtles, sharks and saltwater crocodiles, and 
a huge number of bird species.

At the end of the wet season the bay is 
fantastic for targeting large barramundi. 
The average size of the fish caught are large 
with meter long models not uncommon. 
In addition to the run off Barra fishing (Feb 
– April) the bay and the outer edges also 
provide world class blue water sport fishing 
for those that would like to mix it up.



+61 499 105 880 
fnsf-nomad.com

info@fnsf-nomad.com

THE ULTIMATE
LOCATIONS

Vessels chartered for the duration: 
Blue Martini, Centre Consoles ( x3 )

6 Guests

6 Crew (including 3 private guides)

All meals and non-alcoholic drinks 
are included

Daily housekeeping and laundry 
service included

Alcohol, lure packs and 
merchandise available for purchase 
on board
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